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LOT 15.

Beg, at an Ohia post on the W. edge of branch road (Waione), at the N.E. cor. of Lot 14, and running Makai along the W. edge of said branch road to an Ohia post at mauka edge of main new road, direct bearing and distance being

1. N.10'25"E. 2283 ft.

Thence W'dy along mauka edge of main road to an Ohia post at E. edge of Kanawaihapapa Stream, direct bearing and distance being

2. N.62'39"30"W. 1505 ft.

Thence mauka along said stream to the N.W. cor. of Lot 14, marked by an Ohia post on E. pali, direct bearing and distance being

3. S.45 35"W. 2296 ft. Thence

4. S.80'60"30"E. 2540 ft. along Lot 14 to initial point, and containing 103.00 acres, more or less.

NOTE: All bearings are TRUE.

All posts are marked with lot numbers.